Abstract—A common assumption for scheduling mixed-criticality systems is the degradation of less critical tasks when the system is in the emergency mode; which is entered when critical tasks overrun their expected WCET. In the meanwhile, common safety standards enforce strict safety requirements on all criticality levels. However, the impact of degrading less critical tasks on the overall system safety is not well understood. By introducing probabilistic distributions of task execution times, we show in this paper a first analysis of safety of mixed-criticality systems. Inspired by standards, we provide the probability-of-failure-per-hour (PFH) of a system when no overrun is detected. We also introduce and analyze the expected mode switching time, which describes how often emergency mode is entered. Our results reveal a fundamental trade-off between these two values. Finally, we discuss other possible safety measures that form a complete overview of a system's safety.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, mixed-criticality is becoming a significant trend for many major industries including automotive and avionics [1], where applications of different safety criticality levels are consolidated into a common computing platform to reduce cost, weight, and energy [2]. In the meanwhile, the design process of mixed-criticality systems is often regulated by industrial safety standards (see e.g. DO-178C [3] and ISO 26262 [4]), with the ultimate goal to meet different safety requirements on all criticality levels. To achieve this, a common safety measure, probability-of-failure-per-hour (PFH), is often suggested. For certification, it is required by the safety standards that different PFHs must be met on different criticality levels. In addition, criticality segregation is often suggested in safety standards as “best practice” towards ensuring system safety.

While traditional industrial practice favors static temporal and spatial isolation for mixed-criticality systems [3], [4], [5], a significant recent trend is to enforce dynamic and asymmetric isolation among different criticality levels [6], [1]. This means having several possible modes of operation for the system, among which one is chosen based on decisions made at runtime. The system starts in normal mode, and stays in it as long as there are no execution time overruns. In this mode, all tasks are guaranteed to meet their real-time requirements. If any task overruns its expected WCET, then the system switches to an emergency mode, where less critical tasks are given degraded service in order to free system resources for critical tasks. There can be several emergency modes, depending on which criticality levels are degraded. In the general case, there are as many modes of operation as criticality levels. A plethora of scheduling policies have been proposed based on this model [1] for both single-core and multi-cores – fixed-priority scheduling [7], [8], earliest deadline first scheduling [9], [10], [11], [12] and time-triggered scheduling [13], [6], [14]. Furthermore, the scheduling techniques are extended to consider fault-tolerance [15], [16], [17], [18], energy-conservation [19], [20], resource interference [21], [22], etc.

We observe that safety quantification of mixed-criticality scheduling techniques remains largely unexplored in the state-of-the-art [1], despite its importance from the certification’s point of view. On the one hand, system resource efficiencies can be improved by enforcing asymmetric isolation among different criticality levels [1], since resources can be “shifted” to more critical tasks when they execute in emergency mode. On the other hand, degrading less critical tasks (dropping them in the extreme case [9], [10], [11], [13], [6], [14]) would naturally affect the safety of those tasks; this dependency needs to be understood and bounded in order to meet safety (PFH) requirements on all criticality levels, as required by existing safety standards [3], [4]. Existing work either focus on deadline missing probabilities of individual tasks [23], [24] or implicitly address system safety [25].

In light of this, we strive in this paper to answer the following question: How safe is each criticality level for a mixed-criticality system?

A. Contribution and Organization

As a step to answer the above question, we assume fixed-priority scheduling and dynamic mode-switched dual-criticality systems. Our contributions are as follows.

- A new probabilistic mixed-criticality system model is introduced in Section II. It features a normal and an emergency mode of operation, and the system choses one based on run-time events.
- For this model, we propose several safety metrics. These are the mode independent PFH (in Section II), the PFH inside normal and inside emergency mode (see Section III), and the expected mode switch time (Section IV).
- An analysis that produces the PFH in normal mode is given in Section III. It is based on the steady state analysis, presented in [26]. A way to safely use this analysis for our problem is proven, and it is extended to produce the PFH in normal mode.
- The expected mode switch time is calculated in Section IV. It is derived from execution time thresholds of higher criticality tasks. A fundamental trade-off, between normal mode safety and expected mode switch time, is presented and discussed in Section V.
• Experimental results in Section VI illustrate the PFH in normal mode and the expected mode switch time, with
the trade-off between these two clearly visible.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a mixed-criticality system with two criticality levels, scheduled using fixed-priority on a preemptive uncore.
The criticality levels are denoted HI (high criticality) and LO (low criticality). The PFHs of criticality levels (PFH_{HI} and
PFH_{LO}) are drawn from the five criticality levels in DO-178C [3]. The values \(10^{-7}\) and \(10^{-5}\) can be used as an example.

We assume a periodic task set \(\tau\), and each instance of a task is called a job. Task \(\tau_i\) is characterized by its criticality
\(\chi_i \in \{HI, LO\}\), period \(T_i\), initial arrival phase \(\phi_i\), worst-case execution time (WCET) \(C_i\), and deadline \(D_i\). We define the
hyper-period (HP) as the least common multiple of all task periods.

In a conventional model [1], [8], tasks in a dual-criticality system can have two levels of WCETs. While in the normal
system mode, all tasks are guaranteed to meet their deadlines adhering to their LO level WCETs \((C_i(LO), \forall \tau_i)\). If any HI
criticality task overruns its LO level WCET, then the system switches to emergency mode. In this mode, all HI tasks are
guaranteed with a more pessimistic WCETs \((C_i(HI), \forall \tau_i)\). LO criticality tasks are guaranteed with reduced service. As an example, reduced service could imply less in precision. LO criticality tasks are not allowed to
overrun \(C_i(LO)\).

In an attempt to match theoretical insights with applicable safety standards, we now introduce a probabilistic mixed-
criticality task model. In this model we augment the WCETs model by making execution times independent random var-
iables \(C_i, \forall \tau\), whose probability distributions are known. Well established methods like static or measurement based proba-
bilistic timing analysis techniques already exist to derive safe estimations of task execution time distributions, see [27], [28],
[29], [30]. For computational reasons, we assume a discrete distribution of task execution times.

Similar to the conventional model, we assume a normal and an emergency system mode. The system starts in normal mode
and switches to emergency mode when any HI criticality task overruns an execution time threshold \(\theta\). LO criticality tasks are not
allowed to exceed their execution thresholds, thus when the threshold is reached they are killed. In emergency mode, more
resources are provided to HI tasks, at the expense of LO tasks – LO criticality tasks could be completely dropped [9], [10],
[11], their service could be degraded with longer activation periods [12], [6], or they can be served as background tasks
by lowering their priorities. We provide general safety analysis techniques considering all of these cases.

Once in emergency mode, the system could either stay in that mode forever, or switch back to normal mode when the
system is idle [1], i.e. when there are no jobs executing or waiting to be executed. We shall assume the later case, the
argument being, that degrading a criticality level indefinitely is not appropriate. The switch back to normal mode is left for
future work.

A value used often in this paper is the backlog. A backlog \(b_{s,i}\) is a random variable, describing how much more execution
time is needed at time \(\lambda\) to finish old jobs of priority \(i\) and higher. Backlogs are important because they determine when
an arriving job can start its execution.

A. Notations on Probabilities

It is useful to introduce some notations that will be used, as well as a relation for ordering random variables.

1) Discrete PDFs: We deal with discrete non-negative random variables in this paper, the probability distributions of
which are modeled with probability density functions (PDFs). Formally, for a random variable \(x\) and its probability
density function \(p_x(\cdot)\), it follows that \(\sum p_x(u) = 1\) as \(u\) runs through the set of all possible values of \(x\). Without
loss of generality, we assume that the possible values of a random discrete variable \(x\) span the entire range of natural
numbers, where \(p_x(u) = 0\) if \(x\) can not take the value \(u\).

For notational convenience, we omit the random variable in
our notation if it is irrelevant in the context. All probability
distributions are density functions unless otherwise stated.

Note that we alternate between function representation of a
probability density function \(p(\cdot)\) and its vector representation
\([p(0), p(1), \cdots, p(u), \cdots]^T\) whenever it is convenient.

2) Comparison of PDFs: Let us define a relation \(q \preceq p\),
that is used to compare any two probability distributions \(p\) and
\(q\). With this relation, we say that \(p\) is greater or equal to \(q\), if
the sum from any arbitrary value \(l\) onward, is greater or equal
for \(p\) than for \(q\). Mathematically this is noted as in (1). Note
that probability densities can be incomparable.

\[\forall l : \sum_{u=l}^{\infty} p(u) \leq \sum_{u=l}^{\infty} q(u) \iff q \preceq p \quad (1)\]

3) Limiting PDFs: By limiting a probability distribution
with a threshold \(\theta\), we find a conditional probability distribu-
tion, where values above the threshold \(\theta\) are not allowed. This
new probability distribution is calculated as in (2).
Let us consider the example shown in Figure 2. Two tasks $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are scheduled via fixed-priority ($\tau_2$ has higher priority), with task parameters also as shown in the figure. Their presented execution times are already limited by thresholds, $p_{r_1} = p_{r_{\text{full}}}(x \mid x \leq \theta_1)$, where $p_{r_{\text{full}}}$ are the execution times with no limiting thresholds. $\tau_1$ starts its execution with no backlog at time 0. At time 4, we get the backlog $w_1 = \text{shrink}(p_{r_1}, 4)$. Intuitively, we see that this operation shifts the execution time distribution of $\tau_1$ to the left by 4 time units. In addition, $\tau_2$ is arriving at 4 and will preempt the execution of $\tau_1$. For $\tau_2$, it can be seen that its deadline miss probability is zero as it will finish before time 8 for both possible execution times. However, to get the failure probability of $\tau_1$, we need to consider the interference from $\tau_2$. This can be done by applying the convolution operation at time 4 to get the total backlog at this time: $w_2 = w_1 \oplus p_{r_2}$. From our derivation as shown in Figure 2 (b), $\tau_2$ has a deadline miss probability of 0.03. Likewise, one could extend this analysis to arbitrary tasks under deterministic scheduling policies.

III. Plain Safety Analysis

In this section, we explain how to derive the probability-of-failure-per-hour (PFH) of a criticality level $\chi$ inside a single mode of operation $M$, $\text{PFH}^M_{\chi}$, with the assumption that the initial conditions, as well as the priority assignments and limiting thresholds, are known. It will be shown that this method can be applied to find the PFH when normal mode operation is assumed, noted as $\text{PFH}^N$.

Deriving the PFH directly, as in Example 1, is computationally prohibitive, as there could be millions of jobs inside an hour. An alternative, safe, analysis is presented, which focuses on one hyper-period, and extrapolates the results to find the probability of failure inside an interval of any length. The analysis presented here is built upon the seminal work Stochastic Analysis of Periodic Real-Time Systems [26]. There, a single-mode system model is assumed. [26] concludes that task deadline miss probabilities for every job inside a hyper-period converge, to a steady state value, as more hyper-periods are executed. The same is true for backlogs at specific times inside the hyper-period. In this work, we augment our paper by investigating when it is safe to use the steady state analysis to obtain safe PFH values, as required by safety standards.

Steady state deadline miss probabilities are obtained by first taking the steady state backlog at the beginning of a hyper-period, and then analyzing the execution of jobs inside the hyper-period when this backlog is present.

An important question is whether the steady state backlog exists in a given system. The existence of such a backlog is shown to relate to the system utilization, i.e. the ratio of time that the system is busy processing jobs. Using results from queuing theory, it has been proven that if the average system utilization is less than one, a steady state exists [26]. If the average utilization is greater than or equal to one, the steady state backlog is infinitely large, essentially making system safety guarantees impossible. Therefore, we focus on the case when a steady state exists.

However, we cannot use the steady state backlog for obtaining failure rates directly, as it is not known whether the steady state can be safely used to bound task deadline miss probabilities. In fact, deadline miss probabilities depend on the initial backlog, as stated in the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.** Let $\{b^n\}$ be a sequence of backlogs, where $b^n$ is the backlog present at the beginning of hyper-period $n$. The
sequence \( \{b^n\} \) is monotone in the sense that, if \( b^0 \leq b^1 \), then 
\( b^{n+1} \leq b^{n+2}, \forall n \in \mathbb{N}_0 \), or if \( b^0 \geq b^1 \), then 
\( b^{n+1} \geq b^{n+2}, \forall n \in \mathbb{N}_0 \).

The proof is omitted here due to lack of space, but can be found in our technical report [31]. If the initial backlog at the start of operation in this mode is \( b^0 \), and the steady state backlog is \( \pi \), then we present the following conclusions.

- If \( b^0 \leq \pi \), then the steady state deadline miss probabilities are the worst possible in the system, and they can be used to obtain safe failure rates.
- If \( b^0 \geq \pi \), then the deadline miss probabilities found in the first hyper-period are the worst in the system, and they can be used to find failure rates.
- If \( b^0 \) and \( \pi \) are neither comparable w.r.t. \( \leq \) nor \( \geq \), we need to find a third probability density \( q \), such that \( b^0 \leq q \) and \( \pi \leq q \), and use this as a backlog in order to get safe failure rates. This value can be calculated as

\[
\sum_{u=1}^{\infty} q(u) = \max \left( \sum_{u=1}^{\infty} b^0(u), \sum_{u=1}^{\infty} \pi(u) \right).
\]

Note, a non-zero initial backlog is unusual at the start of a system, but can happen after a mode switch.

### A. Failure Rates

As we know which backlog to use at a hyper-period’s beginning, we can continue to determine the \( \text{PF}^H_{\lambda} \). This is done firstly by calculating the deadline miss probability of every job of this hyper-period, and then aggregating these values into the probability of failure inside an interval of arbitrary length.

The detailed procedure for obtaining deadline miss probabilities of jobs is presented in [26]. It is in the same manner as Example 1, where convolutions and shrinking functions are used to determine when individual jobs will finish their execution.

Let us observe a time interval \( \Delta \). Regardless of the start time, the worst possible probability of failure inside the interval shall be denoted as \( \text{PF}_\Delta \). Because only jobs whose deadlines are inside \( \Delta \) are of concern, we can link failure rates inside an interval to job deadline miss probabilities (dmp-s):

\[
\text{PF}_\Delta = \max_{\lambda} \left( 1 - \prod_{\text{job's deadline in } [\lambda, \lambda+\Delta]} (1 - \text{dmp (job)}) \right) \tag{5}
\]

Checking every possible interval start \( \lambda \) can be computationally prohibitive. Fortunately, we can reduce the problem by the following lemma.

**Lemma 1.** Surely \( n_b = \lfloor \Delta / \lambda \rfloor - 1 \) whole hyper-periods are present inside an interval \( \Delta \), regardless of its start time.

If we note the reminder of the interval as \( \delta = \Delta - n_b \cdot \text{HP} \), we can calculate the failure rate inside an interval as \( \text{PF}_\Delta = n_b \cdot \text{PF}_{\text{HP}} + \text{PF}_\delta \). The values \( \text{PF}_{\text{HP}} \) and \( \text{PF}_\delta \) can be easily computed based on (5). First, the interval \( \text{HP} \) always has all jobs from one hyper-period inside it, so the search for maximum from (5) is not necessary. Second, the \( \delta \) interval is limited in length, so the calculating (5) is not computationally prohibitive. More details, along with the proof of the lemma, can be obtained in the report [31].

### B. Application to Normal Mode

In normal mode, by definition, tasks will not overrun their execution time thresholds. Thus, we could use the limited execution time distributions of all tasks and directly apply the plain safety analysis technique to get the failure rates on each criticality level, \( \text{PF}^H_{\text{LO}} \) and \( \text{PF}^H_{\text{HI}} \). However, special attention needs to be paid to \( \text{LO} \) criticality tasks due to the conventional mixed-criticality model: in normal mode, if a \( \text{LO} \) criticality task exceeds its execution \( \theta \) threshold, it will be killed. This also constitutes a failed execution, which was not taken into account in the aforementioned analysis. The probability of this event happening can be obtained directly from the execution time distribution function of the task, \( P(C_k > \theta_k) \). Therefore, we define that \( \text{PF}_{\text{LO}}^H \) is the probability that either a \( \text{LO} \) task is killed, or it misses its deadline. Because these two sources of failure are independent, calculating the cumulative probability of failure can be done directly. Nevertheless, for the scope of this paper and for simplicity reasons, when mentioning \( \text{PF}_{\text{LO}}^H \), only missed deadlines shall be implied.

### IV. Expected Mode Switch Time

To show how long the system is expected to stay in normal mode, or how often the normal to emergency mode switch occurs, we introduce the **expected mode switch time**. If the normal mode starts at time zero, and \( T_{sw} \) is the time the mode switch happens, then \( E[T_{sw}] \) is the expected mode switch time. The normal mode start can either be the system start or a safe switch from emergency to normal mode.

The probability that a mode switch occurs in an interval \( [\lambda, \lambda+\Delta] \) can be written as

\[
P_{\lambda,\lambda+\Delta} = 1 - \prod_{\text{all HI jobs in interval } [\lambda, \lambda+\Delta]} P(C_k \leq \theta_k) \tag{6}
\]

In a practical system, the mode switch is expected to be a rare event, with the time between the start of normal mode and the mode switch several orders of magnitude larger than an hour. Accordingly, as a precondition to the usefulness of this analysis, we expect the hyper-period to be much smaller than the expected time between two mode switches. Because of this, it is reasonable to view one hyper-period as a time unit. If \( \bar{\text{PF}}_{\text{HP}} \) is the probability of mode switch in one hyper-period, then the expected mode switch is after \( 1/\bar{\text{PF}}_{\text{HP}} \) hyper-periods. This can be written as in (7).

\[
E[T_{sw}] = \frac{1}{\bar{\text{PF}}_{\text{HP}}} \times \text{HP} \tag{7}
\]

### V. Choosing the Thresholds

An important and novel question not dealt within the previous analysis is how to determine the \( \theta_i \) (execution time) thresholds that trigger a mode switch. These thresholds
for HI tasks. Choosing such thresholds is a design space exploration problem, but is not a straightforward task. As we explain, it involves a trade-off between two safety related values.

Let us first investigate the impact of the threshold on the expected mode switch time, $E[T_{sw}]$. As (6) shows, with increased thresholds, the probability of mode switch per hyper-period ($p^{sw}$) will decrease; consequently, the expected mode switch time ($E[T_{sw}]$) will increase, see (7). In practice, we would like to have the expected switch time to be as long as possible, in order to keep the system “away” from the emergency mode. This implies that thresholds should be large.

However, we need to still consider the impacts of selected thresholds on system safety. We continue to discuss the way the thresholds influence failure rates in normal mode, $PFH^N$. Since the execution time of a HI task in normal mode ($C^N_i$) depends on its threshold $\theta_i \geq C^N_i$, we observe that the average normal mode execution time of a task $E[C^N_i]$ decreases with decreasing $\theta_i$; accordingly, we get smaller average job execution times and less average system utilization. This implies a smaller probability that jobs miss their deadlines and fail. In summary, we find that the failure rates on each criticality level in normal mode ($PFH^N$) monotonically increase with increasing task execution time thresholds ($\theta$). Thus, to have the failure rates for both LO and HI tasks as low as possible, we would favor thresholds to be small.

A corner case of this trade-off gives us the comparison between systems with and without modes of operation – the latter option being when HI task’s thresholds are their WCETs, in which case the system never enters emergency mode. We can see that a system in normal mode of operation is safer than the same system operating with no modes at all. However, this comes at a cost, which is the introduction of the emergency mode.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

To illustrate the afore presented analysis, as well as the impact of execution time thresholds on the system, we present generalized observations with random simulations.

First, we have used Gumbel distributions to model the execution times of tasks, as can be seen in Figure 3. The Gumbel distribution is a standard assumption for task execution time distributions [32]. It is used to model the distribution of maximum values, in this case long but unlikely execution times.

We simulated 54 random systems, each with an average utilization close to 0.8, a hyper-period of 300$\mu$s, and up to eight jobs. The threshold varied was always the one of the task with the highest priority; this way the varied threshold effects tasks of all priority levels. This was varied from the respective WCET (right side in Figures 4 and 5), to a value 25$\mu$s less than that (left side of figures). All other thresholds, both for HI and LO criticality tasks, were 3$\mu$s less than their respective WCET. In order to present different values together, we normalized them, so instead of showing absolute values, all values are relative to the case when the threshold of the highest priority task is at its WCET.

Figures 4 and 5 are box-whisker plots aggregating results from all of the systems. On one hand, we observe in Figure 5 that increasing threshold $\theta_1$ increases the system failure rates in normal mode. On the other hand, Figure 4 shows that a higher threshold delays the expected time the system switches to emergency mode. This is in line with the analysis from Sections IV and V: a fundamental trade-off between normal mode safety and the expected mode switch time does exist.

VII. FUTURE WORK: SAFETY OF EMERGENCY MODE

The plain safety analysis, used to describe normal mode, would be pessimistic to be used for emergency mode. Thus, finding the safety of this mode is left for future work.

The reason is twofold. First, at the start of emergency mode, the backlog is expected to be large. This is because one of the jobs, the one causing the mode switch, is experiencing a high execution time. Backlogs later shall drop as time passes, and due to LO criticality tasks being degraded. However, Theorem 1 implies that this large backlog should be used to get deadline miss probabilities of all the jobs, and this potentially makes the failure rates unjustifiably high.

Second, the emergency mode is conceived by the system model to last as short as the safety requirements allow it, and having degraded service longer than necessary is not acceptable. This is why we can not take for granted that the steady state values will be reached during the operation of this mode.

Generally speaking, an analysis dealing with emergency mode should address the following challenges:

Fig. 3: Execution times as Gumbel distributions

Fig. 4: Expected mode switch time for various thresholds, normalized

Fig. 5: Failure per hour rates, for different values of $\theta_1$, normalized and in logarithmic scale
The time of mode switch is unknown, as well as the job causing it. This causes the initial backlog to be unknown.

The switch back to normal mode has to be understood, including proving when it is statistically safe to switch back. The statistically safe to switch back condition would be met if for example, after the switch the failure rates are in accordance with safety standards.

For jobs in emergency mode, an algorithm to safely obtain deadline misses should be presented.

Apart from understanding the emergency mode, addressing these challenges would contribute to provide a holistic, mode independent PFH.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that it is possible to analyze the safety of mixed-criticality systems. We introduced a probabilistic model for dual-criticality systems, and defined safety metrics for this model in line with industry standards. These are the holistic or mode-independent PFH, the PFH in a single mode, and the expected mode switch time.

Next, we proved that the values we obtained for PFH in normal mode are safe. Expected mode switch times, from normal to emergency, were also analyzed.

Towards designing a feasible system, we showed that a trade-off has to be taken into account: this exists between the failure rates in normal mode for both HI and LO tasks, and the expected mode switch time. This was confirmed with the simulation results as well.

However, further work towards understanding emergency mode is still needed to form a complete view of the safety of a mixed-criticality system.
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